Cookie policy

This website uses both native and third party cookies in order to collect relevant information about the
visits and our website page usage, and also to show potentially interesting advertising for users.
While browsing our website, the user accepts cookie usage. Nonetheless, the user has the option of
denying cookie usage and also disabling it, by selecting the corresponding option from their browser or
disabling them one by one. If a browser blocks cookie usage, it’s possible that some of the services and
site functionalities will not be available any longer.
What is a cookie?
A cookie is a small text fragment which websites send to the browser and which is hosted by the user’s
device, such as personal computer, mobile phone, tablet etc. These files are used by the website in
order to remember information about the users’ visits, such as language preferences or other options,
this while setting the context for the next visit and making the website more useful through its
customization. Cookies play a very important role in enhancing the user’s experience on the website.
How are cookies used?
By surfing this website, the user allows cookies being installed in their devices, in order to transmit the
next information:
-

Statistic information about the website usage
The web format they prefer for when they visit the site from a mobile device
The most recent searches made from the browser, and also custom details of these services
Information about the ads shown to the user
Details about the social media login process for the users who access the website through their
Facebook and Instagram accounts

Types of cookies used
This website uses both temporary and permanent cookies. Temporary cookies (or session cookies) store
data only while the user browses the site. Permanent cookies are stored in the users’ devices, so that
they could be accessed and used in more than a session.
Strictly necessary cookies (which are mandatory and without whom the site’s main functionalities could
not be active) aren’t optional, if you want to use the site.
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Functional cookies
These cookies allow the user to explore the website or app and use certain functionalities or options.
For instance, these are used to track website traffic, for data communication, to give access to the site’s
restricted sections, to register an order’s content, to make registration applications or to participate at
events, to use security elements while surfing the page and to register content for audio and video
publishing.
Custom cookies
These allow the user to access the service by making use of some general traits, which are predefined in
their device or which are defined by the user.
For instance, the language, the used browser’s type, the content’s design, geotargetting of the device or
the regional configure of the service from which the browser is accessed. Language cookies tell us what
language did the user selected at his first website visit. These cookies are permanent and are not erased
when the browser is closed.
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Advertising cookies
These cookies help efficiently managing advertising space, which are included in the web page or the
app which provides the service. They are used in order to adapt the displayed ads, in order to be sure it
is relevant for the user and for avoiding ads display, according to the ads the user has already seen.
Statistics analysis cookies
These cookies are used to collect information about the way people interact with our website, and to
collect data about the general behavior of our customers. These data will be analyzed to help us
improve, and cannot be used to identify individuals.
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Complementary cookies
These cookies are used to make an exchange of social content, which is managed exclusively by
Facebook, Twitter, Google +, YouTube, Pinterest and Instagram. Our website integrates social media
module plugins, which allow the social media members to share or exchange content.

How cookies are managed on browsers

Each user has the possibility of allowing, blocking or erasing cookies installed in his system, by changing
the option settings of his browser:
To modify cookie settings on Google Chrome:
Click on the dedicated menu
Select Settings
Click on Find more about content settings
Under Cookies there is a series of options for settings.
More information about Google Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=en
To modify cookie settings on Mozilla Firefox
On the upper section of the window, click on Firefox button
Select the options
Select privacy panel
In Firefox option, select Use Custom Settings for history and you will be able to choose from multiple
options.
More information about Mozilla Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/cookies-informationwebsites-store-on-your-computer

To modify cookie settings on Internet Explorer 9
Select Safety and then “Erase browsing history” to erase cookies. Select the Cookies validation option,
and then “Erase”.
Click “Privacy” and then, under Settings, turn on the cookies to allow them or turn them off, to block
them. Click OK.

More information about Internet Explorer 9: https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/products/windows
If you block cookie usage on your browser, some of the services and site functionalities may not be
available any longer. Some browsers allow their users to select custom settings for cookie usage by
certain websites, which permits a more precise control over private data. This means you can block
cookies from all sites, except those you trust.
If you have any further questions upon Cookie policy, please send us an email at
office@wembleydrygin.com

